SUSTAINABILITY
STATEMENT

PUC Berhad (“PUC” or the “Group”) remains dedicated in integrating
sustainability into every facet of its business and operations, more so given
the enormous impact of the COVID-19 pandemic which has shown industries
across the globe the invaluable nature of strengthening a company’s
sustainability and longevity. As we strive towards developing transformational
technology and digital services, sustainability plays a vital role in how we
conduct our business as well as drive our steadfast decision-making and
development capacities.

We also strongly advocate transparency in our business, corporate
social responsibility and sustainability management. This Sustainability
Statement discloses how we have ingrained sustainability throughout the
Group in the governance, economic, environmental and social areas, with
key FY2020 achievements and highlights displayed.
Going above and beyond financial performance, PUC’s motto of
“Making people’s lives faster, cooler and richer” implores us to strike
a balance that galvanises economic development and interest of our
relevant stakeholders while also positively impacting our surrounding
communities.
We hope to embed long-term sustainability by practicing transparency,
accountability and reliability when it comes to engaging with our valued
stakeholders for feedback and insights on addressing and prioritising
material Economic, Environmental and Social (“EES”) matters. We believe
this helps PUC to continually evolve as a single, comprehensive entity
with a clear drive and mission. As we enter our third year of integrated
reporting, and amidst the operational complexities posed by the presence
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Group continues to develop and polish its
sustainability policy for full implementation in the near future.
SCOPE AND MATERIAL BOUNDARY
The Sustainability Report 2020 (“SR2020”) is scoped to the business
operations and activities of the Group and all major subsidiaries within
the Group. Outsourced activities as well as activities and operations of
joint venture companies are excluded, unless mentioned otherwise.
PUC is cognisant that there may be significant EES impacts from its
value chain. The Group is committed to cascading its sustainability
commitment, practices and culture to its extended business partners,
suppliers and contractors. We aim to report on the EES highlights of our
value chain partners in future sustainability reports.
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We exercise a “local-where-we-operate” practice. Our boundaries are
determined based on the prioritisation of our materiality aspects and
topics and the GRI’s Reporting Principles for defining report content and
report quality (see below).
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SUSTAINABILITY
STATEMENT (cont’d)

REPORT QUALITY AND DATA ASSURANCE
Report content and quality has been guided by the GRI principles of accuracy, balance, clarity, comparability, reliability
and timeliness. All data contained within this report has been sourced internally and has been verified accordingly
by the respective business units or information owners. We continue to enhance our data collection and analysis
processes towards improving data accuracy and quality and to strengthen disclosures going forward.
The content in this report has been determined based on stakeholder views, internal assessment of material topics and
risks factors, as well as emerging trends and opportunities within PUC’s operating environment.
For a more comprehensive perspective of the Group’s business performance and how sustainability continues to be a
principal driver for PUC’s value creation strategies, readers are highly recommended to read this report together with
the PUC Annual Report 2020.
REPORTING PERIOD
The reporting period for SR2020 is from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020 unless specified otherwise. SR2020
provides comparison statistical data for certain disclosures to establish trend lines where necessary and to enable
readers to better track and understand the comparative performance achieved.
REFERENCES AND GUIDELINES
Our sustainability report was prepared in accordance with these references and guidelines:
•
Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability Reporting Standards (“GRI Standards”)
•
United Nation Sustainable Development Goals (“UNSDGs”)
•
Bursa Malaysia Sustainable Reporting Guide
LIMITATIONS
PUC is cognisant that data-gathering challenges still exist for certain indicators. We are in the process of implementing
more robust data tracking and gathering mechanisms for improved reporting going forward.
We will be considering the feasibility of including value chain related data in future reports. This includes data related
to impacts that occur outside of the organisation, but which PUC may directly or indirectly be contributing towards in a
significant manner.
REPORT AVAILABILITY
SR2020 can be downloaded from the PUC Group corporate website at https://www.puc.com. Limited printed copies are
available towards minimising our paper consumption and thus reducing environmental impact.
FEEDBACK
As part of our continued engagement with stakeholders and to facilitate continuous improvement, we welcome
feedback, comments and suggestions to be sent to:
Sustainability Committee
Unit C-2-01, Level 2, Capital 3, Oasis Square,
No. 2, Jalan PJU 1A/7A, Ara Damansara, PJU 1A,
47301 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
Tel : 603-7651 0188
Fax : 603-7651 0088
Email : info@puc.com
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FY2020 HIGHLIGHTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
•
5 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals adopted
•
100% of Group staff briefed on new Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption policy (in compliance with Section 17A)
•
56 total number of employees (100% Malaysians)
•
100% of employees received annual or regular appraisals
•
57% of employees are women
•
Zero reported incidents of corruption
•
43% reduction in electricity consumption
UNSDGs
With the world population expected to reach 9 billion by 2050, a surge in global issues are bound to become more
complex such as climate change, poverty and ongoing urbanisation. PUC understands the role it needs to play to
contribute towards resolving these issues. In FY2019 we began our UNSDGs journey, and we have so far adopted 5
UNSDGs in total which are aligned to our corporate and business values. The purpose of this adoption was to better
identify how the Group’s business model inherently realises value creation and how this value created contributes or
addresses global issues or challenges.
The adoption of UNSDGs provides a clear linkage between PUC’s purpose as a for-profit business entity and a
realisation that it can also play a meaningful role in addressing pertinent issues towards developing a better future for
individuals, families, communities and the country.
Beyond adoption of goals, going forward, PUC will look to further enhance its adoption of UNSDGs at the target level,
where possible, to truly align its sustainability strategy to global issues and to deliver the optimum positive impact.
Following is a snapshot table of how the Group had linked its sustainability efforts in FY2020 to its adopted UNSDGs:
UNSDGs

Results and Achievements
•
•
•
•

Several memos from the company were issued to the employees to ensure the
employees stay alert to the COVID-19 situation and the safety steps when an
employee is a suspected or confirmed case.
Complete sanitisation will be conducted in the office whenever there is a suspected
or confirmed case within the Group.
PUC continues to works towards cultivating an inclusive workspace that promotes a
safe and productive workspace for male and female employees to equally thrive in.
We continue to closely monitor our recruitment process when it comes to hiring
based on gender equality.

•

The company has gone through organisational restructuring which involved
right-sizing its workforce. As a result, certain positions were left vacant which
gave existing employees the opportunity to deservedly fill the vacant positions by
diversifying their job scope.

•

The COVID-19 pandemic saw nationwide lockdowns and closed borders enacted.
Fortunately, PUC has ventured into the digital business since 2017, which has helped
bolster the company’s sustainability.
Apart from the existing digital businesses which include e-commerce, e-wallet and
a wide range of digital services, the Group has also teamed up with other partners
to offer a fully integrated and digitalised order-to-delivery solution to help boost the
local food and beverage industry affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.

•

•
•

PUC continues to endorse a positive work culture where all employees of different
backgrounds and ideas are allowed to exhibit their full potential.
The Group has worked to further reduce inequalities regarding job and ideation
opportunities in PUC.
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SUSTAINABILITY
STATEMENT (cont’d)

SUSTAINABILITY
GOVERNANCE
Sustainability Committee
Our values and commitment to diversity and inclusion is at the core of the Group’s sustainability reporting endeavours.
This is reflected in PUC’s Sustainability Committee (“SC”) that houses a diverse assembly of individuals from various
departments and backgrounds. Committee members are tasked with overseeing all matters relating to sustainability
domestically and regionally. Sustainability is governed at the highest level by the Board of Directors (“Board”).
Our SC members as of 31 December 2020 are as follows:
Sustainability Committee Members

Departments (Sub-unit)

1.

Kelvin Cheong

Corporate Development

2.

Erwin Foo

IT

3.

Johnny Tan

Corporate Development – Corporate Finance

4.

Lee Wan Fatt

Corporate Development – Corporate Finance

5.

Chor Zhenyi

Finance

6.

Felicia Ng (alternate: See Sue Yong)

Corporate Development – Legal

7.

Lim Iong Sik

Corporate Development – Investor Relation

8.

Eileen Eng

Human Resource

While there were not many activities for the SC to oversee due to the country’s numerous Movement Control Order
(“MCO”) lockdowns and Standard Operating Procedures (“SOPs”), our SC is prepared to undertake the necessary steps
to prepare for any upcoming sustainability-related changes and activities that may transpire in FY2021.
Please refer to the Group’s Corporate Governance Overview Statement (“CG Statement”) section of this report for
more information. Our CG Statement covers detailed disclosures related to PUC’s corporate governance. Our corporate
governance disclosures can also be found on our website at and is available for viewing at https://www.puc.com under
the “Investor Relations” tab.
Proactive Approach to Sustainability
PUC approaches sustainability by carefully handpicking certain initiatives that potentially have a domestic and global
impact that resonates with the Group’s business as well as directly provide value in the communities within our
operating environment.
We remain diligent in ensuring that our sustainable business processes also adhere to international standards like the
UNSDGs. PUC always considers the social and economic impacts of our business strategies and operations to positively
impact society and eventually contribute to the Group’s sustainability.
Strong Anti-Corruption and Anti-Bribery
A key highlight of PUC’s sustainability came in the form of the successful introduction and implementation of its AntiBribery and Corruption (“ABAC”) Policy which came into effect on 1 June 2020, in accordance with the Malaysian AntiCorruption Commission Act 2009 and the Prime Minister’s Department Guidelines on Adequate Procedures.
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Internal anti-corruption trainings for all Board members, senior management personnel and employees were
conducted during May and June 2020. Board members and key senior management personnel received anticorruption information and briefings prior to the ABAC Policy implementation.
The Board has confirmed that they have read and understood the anti-corruption policies. The policies also detail a
reporting guide that states that any incident related to anti-corruption will be communicated to the Board. An internal
auditor engaged by the company will also perform an annual review of the company’s operations which include anticorruption matters as well.
100% of PUC employees have had the ABAC Policy communicated to them. The ABAC Policy and Guidelines and
Conflict of Interest (“COI”) Policy were sent to all employees within the Group prior to the implementation of the
policies on 1 June 2020. All employees have subsequently acknowledged that they have read, understood and agreed to
comply with the aforementioned policies and guidelines.
A copy of the policies as well as related documents (COI Policy and Third Party Due Diligence SOP) are published on
PUC’s internal portal where all employees have access to it. The policies have been audited by Governance Advisory.com
Sdn Bhd in August 2020. No specific recommendations were introduced by the auditors in regards to the policies.
Furthermore, we revised PUC’s Code of Ethics, which was approved by the Board of Directors on 25 August 2020.
The revised code provides improved clarity on what is expected of employees in terms of good business conduct
and stipulates how employees are expected to maintain the highest degree of integrity, exercise proper care and
judgement, avoid conflict of interest situations and refrain from misappropriation of any kind.
There were no confirmed incidents of corruption reported in FY2020.
Whistleblowing and No Gift Policy
In line with PUC’s high standard of transparency and accountability, PUC has in place its Whistleblowing Policy which
was implemented on 1 October 2017. Employees are encouraged to report their authentic worries, complaints or alleged
reports of any workplace misconduct or corruption.
The reporting employee’s identity will remain confidential without the fear being harassed, demoted, or experiencing
any sort of victimisation. Reported cases will be investigated thoroughly and if found to be of any merit, appropriate
actions will be taken on the individual responsible for the wrongdoing including a verbal reprimand, supervisory
intervention, suspension, termination or even legal proceedings.
More details on our Whistleblowing Policy is available on our website at https://www.puc.com. There were no whistleblowing cases reported in the year under review.
PUC also has a No Gift Policy in place, with all PUC employees undergoing briefings on this policy through internal
emails sent by the Human Resource (“HR”) department. All the Group’s policies are contained in the Employees
Handbook for easier employee reference.
Supply Chain Governance
PUC continues to ensure good and fair governance and business practices in its supply chain is strictly followed.
This is mainly done through the introduction of the anti-corruption and anti-bribery provision in agreements with
our vendors and suppliers (including the full text of our ABAC Policy for External Parties via hyperlink) for compliance
purposes. PUC maintains a supplier list that is updated regularly.
Furthermore, the necessary screening of vendors and suppliers by the relevant personnel / department is also
thoroughly conducted prior to engaging them. Due diligence on suppliers and vendors is conducted based on the
Third-Party Due Diligence SOP.
The company also ensures that more than 1 quotation must be obtained (depending on circumstances and type of
services required) before a vendor or supplier is formally engaged / appointed.
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SUSTAINABILITY
STATEMENT (cont’d)

STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
All our valued stakeholders play a crucial part in PUC’s long-term success, development, sustainability and business
continuity.
Therefore, in FY2020, PUC continued to regularly engage with relevant stakeholders as much as possible through a
wide array of platforms to facilitate stakeholder engagement in a safe way during the pandemic.
We had regular team meetings through online video calls and conferences. We also conducted employee
engagements via Google surveys on the back of our change from office-based workspaces to a work-from-home
(“WFH”) arrangement. In FY2020, we successfully conducted 1 Annual General Meeting (“AGM”) and 2 Extraordinary
General Meetings (“EGMs”), with one of the EGMs conducted virtually.
While our channels of engagement have varied in FY2020, our stakeholder engagement table remains largely
unchanged from FY2019 due to the permanent nature of our stakeholder priorities even during the pandemic.
Stakeholders

Their Expectations

How We Engage
•

•
•

Business partners
and their end
customers
Retail customers

•
•
•
•
•

Value for money
Ease of dealing
High-quality products and
services
Good platform and service
design
Timely delivery of products
and services

•
•
•
•

•
Employees

•
•

Personal and professional
development
Workplace safety

•
•
•
•
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Regular meetings
and communication
Regular visits with
business partners
System audits
Online customer
service and counter at
our concept store
Marketing
communications,
website, and digital
media
Performance
appraisal
Training
Team meetings
Employee
engagement
Company events

How We Respond

•
•
•

•

•

Investment in research
and development
Well-trained customer
service team and
talented designers
Stringent quality
assurance process

HR policies to
promote a conducive
work environment,
fair employment
practices and people
development
Occupational health
and safety system

6

Stakeholders

Suppliers

Their Expectations
•
•
•
•

Regular business
Long-term relationship
Clarity of specifications
Timely payment

How We Engage
•
•

•

How We Respond

Meetings and
electronic
communications
Purchase orders and
agreements

•
•
•

Inspections and
meetings
Circulars and notices
Regulatory filings

Government and
Regulators

•
•

Regulatory compliance
Taxes

Community

•
•

Support for communities
Responsible business
operations

•

Community
development
initiatives

•
•

Return on investment
Sustainable business
growth
Good corporate governance

•

Extraordinary / Annual
General Meeting
Investor Relations
briefings

Shareholders

•

•
•

•

•

Establish fair selection
process
Pay as per agreement
Adhere to the
applicable laws and
regulations
Maintain the necessary
records

•

Commitment to
corporate social
responsibility

•

Ensuring good
corporate governance
practices are in place
Prudent business and
financial planning
Risk management

•
•
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SUSTAINABILITY
STATEMENT (cont’d)

ECONOMIC
Our consumers continue to benefit greatly from the rapid integration of digital technologies. Digitalisation not
only brings them convenience but also makes their daily routines more productive and efficient. Additionally, the
wider socio-economic impact of our digitalisation prowess ultimately accelerates the nation’s social and economic
development.
Direct Economic Value Created
PUC strived to remained resilient in the face of the unprecedented challenges brought upon by the COVID-19
pandemic by keeping itself operationally viable and relevant through its digitalisation proposition throughout FY2020.
Below is the snapshot of the business and financial value creation that PUC managed in FY2020. Full financial details
can be found in this report’s Group Managing Director and Group Chief Executive Officer’s Message.
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We believe that a good crisis plan is
able to function in all kinds of complex
situations that could significantly affect
the profitability, integrity and reputation
of PUC. For example, serious crises can
range from a workplace crime or acts of
violence to less serious situations such as
malfunctioning computer servers.

14,000

29

Business Continuity
PUC has a Crisis Management Manual in
place which details the appropriate crisis
responses for various scenarios.

RM202.84 million
in assets

VALUE DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT (RM’000)

16,000

,2

Indirect Economic Value Created
In line with previous years, PUC continues
to generate pertinent financial and nonfinancial value for its stakeholders.

RM4.29 million in cash
and cash equivalents
98.4% increase y-o-y

13

RM8.60 million in
revenue

CAPEX

2020

With the dawn of the COVID-19 pandemic,
we have updated our Crisis Management
Manual to address the possible concerns and liabilities that the pandemic may inflict on our operations and business.
We will continue to be vigilant in modifying and updating our business continuity plans when needed.
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ENVIRONMENT
Energy-Saving Initiatives
Due to the COVID-19 outbreak in FY2020, the company
had shut down its office in KL Sentral and all employees
were relocated to our existing office in Petaling Jaya
during the state-wide MCO lockdowns.
This juncture had a meaningfully positive effect on PUC’s
environmental footprint, as our electricity and water
consumption were significantly reduced due to most of
our employees experiencing WFH, with only essential staff
required to go to the office. Going forward, we may seek
to explore other methods. Doing this also allowed the
company to save on rental fees and other related expenses.
Our employees also adhered to simple but key energy
savings protocols, such as keeping the blinds closed
during sunny days to keep the temperature down inside
the workspace, as well as switching off air-conditioners
inside the meeting rooms when nobody is using them.
As PUC is a digital company, laptops and computers
play a vital role in our operations and are therefore
some of the biggest energy consumers in our office. A
functioning, fully-charged laptop has sufficient power to
last for at least 8 hours before the next charge. To prevent
overcharging laptops due to the laptops being plugged
into power points all night, our IT Policy has been created
with energy-saving measures in mind for laptop usage. As
such, all employees are encouraged to bring their laptops
home after work.
Employees are periodically reminded of our energy-saving
protocols and policies during certain meetings and staff
inductions.
The following chart shows PUC’s energy consumption
for FY2020. Energy consumption was 84,819 kWh and
corresponding expenditure was RM36,963.05 in FY2020, as
compared to 113,403 kWh and RM64,254.77 in FY2019. PUC
continues to streamline its operations and processes to
improve its energy efficiency.

Month

kWh

RM

Month

kWh

RM

Jan-20

7,733

4,129.90

Jul-20

5,715

2,922.90

Feb-20

8,203

4,361.05

Aug-20

6,265

3,145.65

Mar-20

6,913

3,675.40

Sep-20

5,933

2,977.40
2,550.55

Apr-20

6,809

3,591.05

Oct-20

5,035

May-20

6,809

3,588.60

Nov-20

5,031

2,571.65

Jun-20

10,528

(1,614.85)*

Dec-20

9,845

5,063.75

Total:

84,819

36,963.05

*Due to Tenaga Nasional Berhad’s discount incentive during MCO 1.0

While the fully digital nature of PUC’s operations means
that it does not impact climate change in any significant
way, we remain open to exploring solutions that could
address climate change in the long-term. The Group is
therefore looking into the possibility of including climate
change as a new Board-level agenda to be tackled.
Conserving and Recycling Resources
We continue to align with the Malaysian government’s
constant encouragement of a cashless and cardless
society through the Group’s various product and services,
especially in regards to our home-grown social marketing
platform Presto. This particular platform offers mobile
payment functions alongside other value-enhanced
digital offerings such as bill payment, money transfer,
and movie ticket purchase. With our business model
being 100% digital, there isn’t much pollution and waste
products produced from our operations. We believe we
are making positive strides in our commitment to help
society transition into paperless transactions and save on
valuable natural resources.
This also reflects our internal paper usage, which has
been largely reduced as most company documents like
approval memos, HR’s staff appraisal forms, reviewing of
certain work documents and more are all done digitally.
PUC acknowledges that electronic waste (“e-waste”) can
be detrimental to sustainability efforts, which is why we
are determined to reduce e-waste internally to conserve
resources and reduce the energy we draw from natural
resources. In lieu of this, our company policy stipulates
that company laptops in good condition will be recycled
for new PUC recruits to use. Old laptops and equipment
will be sold to recover costs and extend the device’s
lifespan for use by parties who have such need, thus
making full use of available and existing resources.
The Group sees recycling as an important step towards
further reducing our environmental footprint while
also contributing to a greener society. Thus, preliminary
discussions to possibly expand our recycling initiatives
are underway as we further investigate the types of waste
products we can recycle from our operations. We may
come out with a full recycling policy at PUC if and when it
is viable to do so.
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SUSTAINABILITY
STATEMENT (cont’d)

SOCIAL

Talent Development, Recruitment and Retention
PUC’s employees represent a key asset of the Group’s
ongoing operational success. Thus, we know that creating
a quality working environment encourages employees’
effectiveness and productivity. We also believe that since
our team plays an integral role in the sustainability and
success of the Group, developing and investing in a
highly-skilled and talented workforce is one of the Group’s
top priorities.
A major talent development agenda of PUC is
encouraging employees to take initiative over their work.
The more employees grow and learn within the company,
the more invested in the business’ success they become.
We give employees a voice on process improvements, and
most importantly to strive for a higher position within the
company.
By developing our talent in this manner, we save time on
organising more training courses than what is needed.
Moreover, we organically increase employee morale as
well as fortify company loyalty as employees naturally
grow into their work responsibilities and PUC’s culture.
We will always give priority to existing employees before
we look to the job market. Our hiring and candidate
screening process is based on skills, competency and
cultural fit. Therefore, we do not discriminate any current,
new or potential employee based on age, gender, race,
religion, age, disabilities, pregnancy, socio-economic
background, nationality or any other demographical
factors. We have a dedicated recruiter who is focused on
sourcing and hiring the right people for the right positions.
Additionally, PUC also equips its employees with the
relevant job-related knowledge, ideas and skill sets
through multiple trainings, seminars, workshops and
talks. While the COVID-19 pandemic deferred or cancelled
many of our employee training courses due to lockdowns
and social distancing SOPs, we managed to utilise online
platforms and video calls to carry out similar sessions
when necessary. Internal refresher trainings and on-thejob trainings clocked in at an average 15 hours per month
in FY2020.
76

Our total employee count in FY2020 was 56 employees.
During the year under review, we hired 16 new employees,
while 42 employees underwent attrition. 38 out of the 42
employees who underwent attrition resigned.
Our attrition rates were contributed by various factors,
including the COVID-19 pandemic which had an adverse
impact on the country and saw a major shift in lifestyle
priorities and choices for many citizens, including some
of our employees. We also undertook organisational
restructuring to accommodate the new way we were
working and operating due to the pandemic and
subsequent MCOs.
Employee Benefits and Remuneration
PUC provides an industry-competitive remuneration
package and staff benefits for its employees to attract the
best and brightest talents in the job market.
Besides appropriately-scaled wages, we provide
numerous benefits for our permanent employees which
include parental leave, hospitalisation and surgery,
outpatient treatment, family / spouse dental and optical
benefits in accordance with prevailing medical benefits,
commitment incentives, team bonding funds, baby gifts,
examination leave, marriage leave, long service awards
and more.
Approved applications for parental leave
Type of Parental Leave

FY2019

FY2020

Paternity

2

1

Maternity

0

2

Return-to-work rates post parental leave
Post Paternity and
Maternity Leave

FY2019
Male

Female

FY2020
Male

Female

Return to Work Rates

100% 100%

100% 100%

Retention Rates

100% 100%

100% 100%

10

Permanent employees also receive EPF contributions in
line with the standard market rate (12%-13%). Furthermore,
100% of PUC’s employees received annual or regular
appraisals / reviews in FY2020.

Employees that do not comply with any company
policy, protocol and standard will undergo disciplinary
proceedings including verbal inquiries, official warnings,
job suspension or contract termination.

PUC also complies with the minimum wage structure
that is legislated by the government as it is our employees’
fundamental human right.

Workforce Diversity and Inclusivity
PUC is adamant that its success can be consistently
achieved and reinforced with the strength of a diverse
and inclusive workforce. The Group is always exploring
new and feasible ways to bolster its current diversity in the
gender and ethnicity facets of its existing workforce.

Success Planning
PUC’s success is largely dependent on the dedication and
skill of our employees as well as its leadership. Therefore,
success planning plays an important role as we encourage
our most valued employees to undertake the next level
of their employment through high-quality training
programmes. These programmes are modified regularly
to adapt to the company’s needs and priorities.
The Group also strives to recruit local talent for
management positions where possible to support the
local talent pool, unless exceptional cases occur that are
purely based on the respective talent’s relevant skill sets
and experience.
Human Rights and Labour Standards
PUC is a firm believer and practitioner of human rights
and labour law within its organisation, which is reflected in
the company policies we have enacted through the years.
Our employees are always objectively treated with equal
opportunity and dignity.
We respect our employees’ right to freedom of association
and right of collective bargaining. We also abide by local
labour laws regarding working hours and overtime. PUC
does not engage in forced or child labour.
PUC communicates and clarifies its labour standards to
employees through various methods including briefings,
trainings, staff inductions, internal memos, staff meetings
and our employee handbook.
The Group strictly complies with the Malaysian
Employment Act 1955 and the Minimum Wages Order
2016 law. We are pleased to report that there were no
breaches in these regulations in FY2020.
Employee Handbook
PUC has an Employee Handbook which was drafted in
accordance with the Malaysian Employment Act 1955.
Our handbook is reviewed annually to ensure that it
remains relevant and updated with new or modified
company policies and protocols, as well as containing
details on employee benefits and other general working
terms at the Group. It also details the various grievance
mechanisms and SOPs when it comes to employee safety.

We remain mindful of the increasingly diverse nature of
our workforce by actively acknowledging and celebrating
all cultural festivals celebrated in Malaysia such as Chinese
New Year, Hari Raya, Deepavali and more.
The following charts display our workforce breakdown by
gender, ethnicity and age:
GENDER BREAKDOWN OF WORKFORCE

24

32

Female
Male

ETHNICITY BREAKDOWN OF WORKFORCE
5

5

Chinese
Malay
Indian

46

AGE BREAKDOWN OF WORKFORCE
6

21-30
25

25

31-40
41-50
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CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY (“CSR”)

PUC ensures that it remains a responsible corporate citizen, in its
continued ability to assist the community in the best capacity possible,
more so during the pandemic period. The Group believes in bringing
about a sustainable future for both its business and society.
A key way we accomplish this is by supporting local communities with
significant CSR initiatives done through volunteerism and charitable
contributions. PUC employees are also encouraged to get involved, as
these CSR programmes bolster employee morale and inner satisfaction
in knowing that they have contributed positively to the greater good of
society. This morale boost can subsequently foster improved productivity,
behaviours and attitude in the company.
Our CSR mandate also extends to our customers and wider community
who use our products. We are always open to what the community has
to say about our products and company. Complaints and feedback on
the Presto e-commerce platform PrestoMall can be made in the Presto
App, while all comments / complaints / feedback on the social media
platform will be communicated to the respective business leaders and
management to be appropriately addressed.
FY2020 CSR Engagement
In April 2020, during the start of the government-imposed MCO, PUC
collaborated with key partners to launch the Presto Prihatin campaign
to assist frontliners through Jabatan Kebajikan Masyarakat (“JKM”) by
distributing food packs to them. We also garnered support from the
public sphere, as we also included donations received from regular
citizens. These donations were contributed in any form, including
through the Presto App.
Therefore, not only was the public able to get meaningfully involved
in charity work but at the same time they could safely practice social
distancing during the height of the pandemic. We made sure frontliners
knew that the public acknowledged their diligence and sacrifices in
trying to contain the pandemic situation in Malaysia. PUC also duly
recognises its employees that volunteered their time and effort in our
CSR activities through internal company acknowledgements.
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